BTeV is a collider experiment a t F ermilab designed for precision studies of CP violation and mixing. Unlike most collider experiments, the BTeV detector has a forward geometry that is optimized for the measurement o f B and charm decays in a high-rate environment. While the rate of B production gives BTeV an advantage of almost four orders of magnitude over e + e , B factories, the BTeV Level 1 trigger must be able to accept data at a rate of 100 Gigabytes per second, reconstruct tracks and vertices, trigger on B events with high e ciency, and reject minimum bias events by a factor of 100:1. An overview of the Level 1 trigger will be presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The BTeV experiment a t F ermilab is expected to begin running in the new Tevatron C0 interaction region by the year 2005. The physics goals include studies of CP violation and mixing, rare decays, and high sensitivity searches for decays forbidden within the Standard Model. The primary focus of BTeV is on precision studies of CP violation and mixing in B decays.
BTeV bene ts from the new Fermilab Main Injector, which w as built to achieve higher luminosity in the Tevatron.
With a luminosity o f 2 10 32 cm ,2 s ,1 the Tevatron can produce 4 10 11 B hadrons in 10 7 seconds of running.
This rate of B production is almost four orders of magnitude larger than the B production rate anticipated for e + e , colliders operating at the 4S resonance. In this paper I describe the Level 1 trigger for BTeV. I begin with an overview of the BTeV detector and the operating environment in the C0 interaction region. I describe the baseline design of the silicon pixel vertex detector, which provides the data for the Level 1 trigger. The Level 1 trigger performs track and vertex reconstruction to select events with detached vertices. The goal is to trigger on B decays with high e ciency, while rejecting minimum bias light quark events.
Details of the baseline design of the Level 1 trigger have been published 1 . Here I provide an overview of the Level 1 trigger, report on results from trigger simulations, and present some new ideas for track and vertex reconstruction algorithms that challenge our baseline design. Our design for both the trigger and the vertex detector will undoubtedly evolve a s w e re ne our understanding of detector hardware and physics simulations.
II. THE BTEV DETECTOR
BTeV is optimized for B physics. The detector is a two-arm forward-geometry spectrometer see FIG. 1 designed to run at a luminosity o f 2 10 32 cm ,2 s ,1 and a production rate of 4 10 11 B hadrons per year. This rate of B production is high. However, the background from light quark events is also large, with only 1 in 1000 events expected to be a B event. To select a broad spectrum of B events e ciently, B T eV will reconstruct tracks and vertices with a Level 1 trigger that receives data from a state-of-the-art vertex detector. The Level 1 trigger selects B decays by reconstructing primary-interaction vertices, and by identifying tracks that are not associated with a primary vertex. The goal is to trigger on tracks that come from B decays, which are found as secondary vertices detached from a primary vertex.
The trigger and vertex detector operate in a high-rate hadron-collider environment. Like all of the new collider experiments in the Tevatron, BTeV is being designed to operate with a Tevatron bunch spacing of 132 ns. Unlike most hadron collider experiments, BTeV operates in a region with high track density, due to the forward geometry. B T eV also operates close to the Tevatron beams the innermost edge of the vertex detector is within 6 mm of the beams, and design considerations for both the vertex detector and the Level 1 trigger involve studies with beam luminosities in excess of 2 10 32 cm ,2 s ,1 . A t 2 10 32 the mean number of interactions per beam crossing is expected to be 2. The two-arm forward-geometry design of the BTeV spectrometer is accompanied by signi cant design challenges. However, the forward geometry provides considerable advantages for B physics 2 , compared to a more central detector. The main advantage is a larger Lorentz boost, which increases the reconstruction e ciency for B decays and improves the proper time resolution. Another signi cant advantage is that a forward spectrometer can have a m uch longer detector volume, and we exploit this aspect of the geometry by including state-of-the-art particle identi cation for hadrons. Furthermore, having a two-arm con guration with a dipole magnet centered on the interaction region means that BTeV has two spectrometers, thereby doubling the acceptance for B physics compared to a single-arm spectrometer. As a double-arm spectrometer, BTeV covers both the forward and the backward rapidity regions with a combined coverage of 1:5 jyj 4:5.
BTeV includes detectors see FIG. 1 featured in many collider experiments, with inner and outer tracking systems, E&M calorimetry, and muon detection. BTeV also includes a Ring Imaging Cherenkov RICH counter in each arm of the spectrometer. The RICH detectors are ideal for charged-hadron identi cation, so that di erent t ypes of B decays can be distinguished from one another. The spectrometer has inner and outer tracking systems that are highly segmented. The inner tracking system, used for precision tracking and vertex reconstruction, is the centerpiece" of the BTeV spectrometer, and it consists of planar pixel arrays located inside the Tevatron beam vacuum. FIG. 2 shows a close-up view of 13 out of a total of 31 inner tracking stations. In our baseline design the inner tracking system consists of silicon pixel detectors; however, diamond pixel detectors are also being considered.
The inner tracker vertex detector is a key component of the BTeV spectrometer. There are 31 pixel tracking stations. In the central part of the vertex detector the tracking stations are separated by 3.2 cm center-to-center; at the outer ends of the vertex detector the spacing for 8 of the 31 tracking stations is increased, and the total length of the detector is 128 cm. Each station has three pixel planes that are arranged in views 3 with respect to the magnetic eld. There are two bend views and one non-bend view. Each pixel plane has over 500,000 pixels in a 10 x 10 cm area, excluding the beam region. Each pixel provides an X and Y position measurement, and a pulse-height measurement. The pixels, which are 50 x 400 in size, are arranged on sensor chips that are tiled to provide close to 1 0 0 c o verage over the active area of the vertex detector. FIG. 3 shows a diagram of sensor chips for three quadrants of a pixel plane, and shows the 1.2 x 1.2 cm beam hole at the center of the vertex detector 4 . The beam hole is larger during injection of the Tevatron beams, and is brought i n to the con guration shown in FIG. 3 after the beams have stabilized.
III. LEVEL 1 TRIGGER
The Level 1 trigger selects events by detecting the presence of B decays. These decays are detected by rst reconstructing primary interaction vertices. Tracks from B decays are then found with an impact parameter cut that selects the tracks that miss the primary vertex by a signi cant amount. To accomplish these tasks quickly, the Level 1 trigger hardware receives data directly from the pixel detectors at a rate of 100 Gb sec. The trigger itself consists of three stages. The rst stage is the segment nder, where hits from the three pixel planes per tracking station are assembled into 3-dimensional space points, each with a track-direction mini-vector. These mini-vectors are used for track reconstruction in the second stage of the Level 1 trigger. In the third stage, the reconstructed tracks are used to reconstruct primary interaction vertices, calculate impact parameters, and select tracks coming from secondary vertices.
The Level 1 trigger is heavily pipelined throughout the 3-stage reconstruction process, and performs many operations in parallel to accommodate the data ow from the pixel detectors. Data from an individual pixel consists of an X and Y position measurement, a pulse height measurement, and a time stamp in units of 132 ns that is used by the trigger to assemble all of the data belonging to a particular beam crossing. Data from adjacent pixels are combined into a pixel hit by a clustering algorithm that uses pulse height and position measurements. Pixel hits are processed in parallel, for each pixel station, by the segment nder. Additional parallelism is obtained by subdividing pixel hits into slices see Section IV. The hits for each station are combined into groups of three hits one from each of three pixel planes, and are used to calculate a 3-dimensional space point and a track-direction mini-vector. In the second stage of the trigger, the slope and position measurements for each mini-vector in a pixel station are used to nd matching mini-vectors in a neighboring station. Mini-vectors with compatible measurements are combined to form particle trajectories. In the third stage of the trigger, the curvature of these reconstructed trajectories is used to eliminate low momentum tracks, which tend to have large multiple Coulomb scattering errors. We also eliminate tracks with large impact parameters greater than 2 mm, for example. This reduces the number of incorrect trigger decisions caused by tracks associated with other interactions that occurred during the same beam crossing. The decision to keep or reject the data for a particular beam crossing is based on the number of tracks that are found with a normalized impact parameter b= b greater than some value. For example, the requirement that there be at least 2 tracks with b= b 3:5 yields a trigger e ciency of 40 for B o ! + , events 5 , while providing a rejection factor of 5 10 ,3 for minimum bias events. This result comes from a simulation of the full pattern recognition with simulated pixel hits, and is presented in greater detail elsewhere 6,7 . 
IV. TRIGGER HARDWARE AND SIMULATIONS
With 100 gigabytes of pixel data coming into the Level 1 trigger every second, a beam crossing every 132 ns, and an average of 2 interactions per crossing, the time required for each pipeline step in the trigger is critical. Many o f t h e timing issues have been studied by performing a variety of trigger simulations. These include Monte Carlo studies of the pattern recognition and reconstruction algorithms, and simulations of the trigger hardware. The trigger hardware and software algorithms will be extensively tested with a trigger prototype that is being built with components speci ed in our baseline trigger design. The design utilizes FPGAs eld programmable gate arrays and two t ypes of DSPs digital signal processors: a xed-point DSP, and a oating-point DSP. The xed-point DSP is made by Texas Instruments and belongs to the TMS320C6X family of DSPs. The oating-point DSP is an Analog Devices ADSP-2106x SHARC. The layout of the logic for the FPGAs is mostly complete. We are currently developing the software algorithms including optimizations of the code for the DSPs. I should note that future implementations of the Level 1 trigger may use di erent DSPs as new DSPs with better performance are introduced, and that our DSP algorithms will undoubtedly be modi ed as we optimize the performance of the trigger.
Simulations of the Level 1 baseline design show that the rst stage of the trigger, the segment nder, requires the most computational power compared to other parts of the trigger. A large number of operations are performed by the segment nder, due to the number of combinations of pixel hits that must be sampled to nd the hits that de ne a mini-vector. To address this problem, we i n troduce considerable parallelism in the trigger architecture. This is a key feature of the baseline trigger design. The parallelism begins with the organization of the data read out from the pixel detectors. Pixel hits are read out in parallel for each quadrant of a pixel plane. The hits from the three planes that belong to a pixel station are brought together in a quadrant processor, which represents one of 124 identical circuit boards that make up the rst stage of the trigger. Additional parallelism is introduced by subdividing the pixel hits in a quadrant i n to 8 slices, for a total of 32 slices per pixel station. The hits in each slice are processed in parallel by one of the 992 TMS320C6X DSPs a total of 992 DSPs for 31 pixel stations, each with 32 -slice DSPs .  FIG. 3 shows the trigger view" of one quadrant, and shows that the subdivision of hits into slices reduces the mean number of hits per pixel plane to a value of 0.23 hits for minimum bias events. This is a small number of hits on average, and with suitable bu ering in the Level 1 trigger we can average over numerous beam crossings in our timing studies.
Even with the small number of hits per slice, the timing for the segment nder is critical. Table I shows timing results for the segment nder algorithm developed for the TMS320C6X DSP. In the table we de ne four cases to present our results. For a given slice and with three planes A, B, and C in a pixel station as shown in FIG. 3 , we h a ve a single hit in each plane for one track passing through a pixel station. This is the 1,1,1 case in Table I . For two tracks passing through the same slice we h a ve t wo hits per plane, or 2,2,2. With three and four tracks in the same slice we get the 3,3,3 and 4,4,4 cases, respectively. The timing results for the four cases are divided into three categories that represent di erent levels of optimization for the segment nder algorithm. The rst category involves C code that has not been optimized the code is compiled without any optimization, and we use this to establish a reference measurement for subsequent measurements involving di erent levels of optimization. For the second category we allow the C compiler for the TMS320C6X DSP to optimize the algorithm, and for the third case the programming is done directly in assembly language. Although programming in assembly language is more cumbersome, we can optimize the code so that all hardware components in the DSP are performing useful operations most of the time. Our timing results in Table I show that the C compiler for the TMS320C6X DSP is not very e ective at optimizing the segment nder algorithm; the compiler achieves only a minor performance gain for the 1,1,1 case, and at best a factor of two improvement for cases with more hits in a slice. Table I also shows that we are able to achieve an order of magnitude improvement 8 in the timing by optimizing the algorithm in assembly language.
To obtain an estimate of the average time required to nd mini-vectors in minimum bias events, we compute a weighted average by using the results in Table I weighted by the distribution of hits in FIG. 3 . We use a value of zero for the 0,0,0 case, since the DSP does not perform any operations when there are no hits in a slice. The average time for each level of optimization is shown in the last row o f T able I. Although these results are somewhat oversimpli ed, they do indicate that an assembly language implementation of the segment nder algorithm is necessary so that the rst stage of the trigger stays within a budget of 132 ns per beam crossing. The average time of 37 ns for the segment nder is encouraging, since it suggests that we are close to having a feasible Level 1 trigger design. We continue to work on more re ned simulations of the trigger, and on developing the trigger prototype for detailed studies of the trigger hardware. V. ALTERNATIVES TO THE BASELINE DESIGN Although most of our trigger-design e orts are devoted to the development of the baseline design of the Level 1 trigger, we are also exploring alternative designs. These alternatives invariably involve design changes in both the Level 1 trigger and the vertex detector, since the two systems are interdependent. For example, we are investigating a design that entails two pixel planes per tracking station instead of the three-plane tracking stations in our baseline design. The two-plane design for the vertex detector has less material, which reduces multiple Coulomb scattering errors. Other advantages include a reduction in the heat load for the pixel cooling system, and perhaps a reduction in cost. These improvements in the vertex detector require signi cant c hanges in the Level 1 trigger. The segment nder in the baseline design must be replaced by a di erent algorithm to initiate the track-reconstruction phase of the trigger. We are working on algorithms that nd track segments spanning three tracking stations, compared to the three-plane mini-vectors in the baseline design. In one approach, we are investigating a massively parallel system based on an FPGA design that can handle the large number of pixel-hit combinations that must be sampled to identify three-station track segments. In a second approach, we reduce the number of pixel-hit combinations that must be sampled by nding the rst three pixel hits for each track as it passes from the beam region into the vertex detector. In this approach each track is found once, and is then projected to neighboring stations to extend the track and improve the momentum measurement for the track. Both of the alternative trigger designs require additional work before they can be considered as viable alternatives to our baseline trigger design.
VI. BTEV STATUS
BTeV is an approved R&D project. The goal of this project is to conduct all detector R&D, and to design the BTeV experiment. Although the forward-geometry of the BTeV detector o ers numerous design challenges, the bene ts of a second-generation experiment dedicated to precision studies of B physics are substantial. A technical design report will be submitted in 14 months.
